
2019 GSW Opening Convocation Questions 
● Here you are! To what extent has bending to authority earned you that seat? - Emily Casey 

● All humans wear masks, hiding who they are with the image of who they want to be. So, if I take off this 

mask, would you know more or less about who I am? - Evan Mitchell 

● This year I successfully taught 135 students English 10, marched with 1,000s of teachers to advocate 

for public schools, raised over $1,000 for a rape crisis center, and I’m getting married in a few 

months...I’ve only received copious congratulations for the last one...what does what we chose to 

praise reveal about our value systems? - Kim Jones 

● Who am I without anyone else? - Alexis Michelle 

● Is your work ethic the reason you’re here? 

● What is the purpose of a formal education--and what should it be? - David Phillips 

● In the past year I've called myself a lot of things. I've been dumb, terrible, a bitch, and pathetic among 

others. But why is it that the only time people flinch is when I call myself fat? - Nikèl Bussolati 

● In the event of an emergency on an airplane, you are instructed to secure your own oxygen mask 

before helping others. Why do we feel guilty about putting our own needs ahead of others? - Josh 

Bragg 

● When does noise become music? - Orlando Cela 

● When do your past accomplishments become irrelevant? – Bob Davis 

● If you had a friend that you spoke to the way you speak to yourself, how long do you think they would 

remain your friend? - Lacy Margaret Hurd 

● Why do we often ask what someone wants to be? Shouldn’t the better question be whom do you want 

to be? - Beth Philemon 

● Who wants you to be here? Would you still be here if they didn't? - Yvonne Matos 

● To what extent is the acquisition of knowledge a fundamentally selfish pursuit? - Kate Llewellyn 

● Is it easier to hate or to love? - Deana Seitz 

● At what point does pride prevent growth? - Ishmael Muhammad 

● What does a mathematician look like? - Savannah Williams  

● Why do I consider what can go wrong before I consider what can go right? - Lucy Kimbell 

● What stories shape what you think you know about your body? What stories shape what you think you 

know about mine? - Carrie Hart 

● Is there value in comparing yourself to others? - Sabrina Boyer  

● How much of your identity comes from ingroup/outgroup distinctions? When is that dangerous and 

when is it necessary? - Noelle Stroud 

● If we agree that society needs to change, but we strongly disagree on what needs to be done, then how 

do I share my hopes for the future with everybody else? - Ryan Rotella 

● How are the answers we find limited by the questions we ask? - Lizzie Martin 

● We each have our own ideas of right and wrong on both a personal and societal scale. What makes us 

believe that our moral compass is superior to that of others, who believe the same just as strongly? - 

Julia Fiedler 

● Do I look depressed to you? What does depression look like? - Anna Wallace  

● I have been published multiple times in preeminent scientific journals, funded by the National Science 

Foundation, and offered a professorship at a prestigious research university. Why do I keep expecting 

someone to expose me as a fraud? - Sam Yaussy   

● ok so can you tell me how come it's just so completely—why I can't did you know how could we ever, 

ever...ever.....like if somehow any of us could—well and say, for instance...but when was it even like 

that we could all—where were you and how much are you and which ones can you and why didn't you 

and if you didn't who could you have if we all if we all did if we all weren't but so what happens if we just 

sit with our bewilderment? - Nicolee Kuester 



● When is it appropriate to regret and ponder a mistake or transgression, and when is it appropriate to 

forget and move on? - John Navarro 

● How would I be different if my brothers did not exist? - Bethany Phillis 

● What is long term happiness, and when do I know I’m experiencing it? - Janakee Chavda 

● What expectations does a genre bring? - Joshua Pontillo 

● If I were to recreate a Picasso, I’d be considered a craftsman (if not a forger) and not an artist. Given 

that such a large part of being a musician is recreating someone else’s work, at what point does a 

musician become an artist? - Peter Zlotnick 

● In the age of self-care, when does taking care of yourself become selfish? - Ryan Gramzay 

● How have you benefited from the persecution or oppression of others? - Bradley Howard  

● Is learning a process of finding answers or asking questions? - Tucker Owens 

● When a story gets lost in translation, what else do we lose? – McClain  

● Are you concerned more with seeming or being? - Matt Evans 

● Anger is a powerful tool. Do you use your anger more to build or to destroy? - Savannah Deal 

● Do you have the perseverance to fail as many times as it takes to succeed? - Sarah Nowell 

● Is it possible to control your emotions?  And, if so, can you determine how you feel at every stage of 

your life? -Tamara Akinbo 

● If I forgot my past, would I be the same person? 

● How would my lived experiences change if everyone in America acknowledged that racism and 

discrimination based on ethnicity still exist in America? - Alexis Callender 

● Where is the line between inclusivity and tokenism? Should intent be considered? - Nicole Parks 

● (Pregnant pause) What questions do you only find the space to ask in silence?  - Meaghan Burke 

● Am I enough? - Lundon Sims 

● “Uhura.” 自由。자유。 स्वततं्रता  স্বাধীনতা   Swoboda.  Freiheit.  Vrijheid.  Liberdade.  Libertad:  All of 

these mean “Freedom”...but what does “Freedom” mean? - David Connell 

● 500 years ago, geocentricity, the belief that celestial bodies orbit the Earth, was taught as a true fact. 

Today, we hold geocentricity to be disproven and silly. In 500 years, what true facts that we hold today 

will be considered disproven and silly? – Chris Sabolcik 

● After my grandfather passed away, my family shared stories about him I had never heard.  In some 

ways I feel like I know him better now than when he was alive.  Which of your relationships could you 

improve? - Emily Satterfield 

● What then? - Rodney Allen 

 


